AN 80,000 WORD DISSERTATION
WOULD TAKE 9 HOURS TO PRESENT...
THEIR TIME LIMIT...
3 MINUTES!

Come, be a part of it!
Cheer on our finalists!
You decide who wins the People’s Choice Award
(In randomly selected presentation order)

- Austin Gray, Biology
- Durga Manjari Arvapalli, Nanoscience
- Valerie Fricault, Biology
- Brian Cone, Kinesiology
- Leslie Locklear, Educational Leadership and Cultural Foundations
- Chelsea Smith, Biology
- Oliver Thomas, Educational Leadership and Cultural Foundations
- Kelly King, Counseling and Educational Development
- Taylor Mabe, Nanoscience
- Maggie Kelly, English

Thursday, Nov. 9, 2017
2:30 - 4:30 pm
Alumni House, Virginia Dare Room